Value Proposition
Aryaka, the Cloud-First WAN company, brings agility, simplicity and a great experience in
consuming the WAN as-a-service. An optimized global network and innovative technology
stack deliver the industry’s #1 managed SD-WAN service and sets the gold standard for
application performance. Aryaka’s SmartServices platform offers connectivity, application
acceleration, security, cloud networking and insights leveraging global orchestration and
provisioning. Aryaka’s customers inlude hundreds of global enterprises including several in
the Fortune 100.

How We Help CIOs To Be Successful
Agility

Simplicity

Flexibility

Visibility

Activate new sites in
days and new services in
minutes

100% managed service
with a consistent global
SLA

Transport layer choice to
connect seamlessly to sites,
users and multi-cloud

Insights into the state
of your WAN and
applications

$
WAN
TRANSFORMATION

APPLIC ATION
PERFORMANCE

END USER
EXPERIENCE

BETTER ROI &
LOWER TCO

90 Sites in
120 Da ys

90Up
Sites
to in
120
Da
ys
55x Faster

Improved by
300%

Cost Savings
> 50%
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Top Use Cases We Solve for Customers
Digital
Transformation

Application
Performance

Multi-Cloud
Connectivity

UCaaS
Around the Globe

Additional Path
Diversity for MPLS

Connectivity
to China

Why Customers Choose Aryaka
 Fully Managed Service: Simplified WAN
management and orchestration with
a single point of contact and a 99.99%
reliable SLA.

Risk-Free Migration: Fully managed
migration from existing WAN infrastructure
/ MPLS to Aryaka.

Integrated Security (SASE): Protect all
users, devices, edge, core and cloud with a
 integrated solution.
Application Performance: Improve any
application on any device, anywhere: on premises, private, public or hybrid cloud.
Flexibility: Optimal connectivity path
selection based on application performance,
 security and cost-efficiency requirements.
Remote & Mobile Users: Extend secure
and fast access for best application
 performance and user experience across
your hybrid workforce.
Digital Transformation: Simplify the WAN
with a Cloud-First approach

Benefits of Aryaka Cloud-First WAN
Key Benefits
One Managed
Service
Operational
Simplicity

What this means for the customer…
Aryaka offers an integrated, fully managed SD-WAN service deployed on an
optimized network, integrated edge devices and security with central orchestration for global and regional deployments
Choice of connectivity for optimal path selection with a purpose-built
Layer 2 Network, Internet, MPLS, and Hybrid WAN from a single vendor

Ease of Doing
Business

Remove complexity of managing multiple contracts with different vendors

Great Customer
Service

Single point of contact for all issues. No longer deal with multiple vendors.

World-Class
Support

World-class 24x7x365 support from a leading, global service provider

Visibility and
Insights

Central Management Portal for real-time visibility into the state of the WAN
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WHAT CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING ABOUT ARYAKA
Our vision and values are fueled by unbridled customer

offerings are considered best-in-class and a gold standard

centricity and a passion to go above and beyond. With the

across the industry, leading us to earn high net promoter

rising popularity of multi-cloud solutions and the demands

scores. Not surprisingly, our technologies and services are now

of predictable application performance globally, the Aryaka

an important part of our customers digital transformation

SmartServices platform and its portfolio of managed service

initiatives.

Accelerate WAN Transformation
“Without the building blocks of a solid networking solution, you’re really limiting yourself on the vast
technologies available to your organization – not only in how it can do business, but also how it integrates
with customers, suppliers and other solutions.”
Mark Baker, CTO, Pilot Freight Services
DOWNLOAD CASE STUDY

Adopt Cloud Architectures
“With nearly 80% of our WAN traffic used for cloud and SaaS applications, it was apparent we needed
to look at an SD-WAN solution as part of our digital transformation strategy,” said Shin Sterneck, Head of
Global Network and Telecommunication Services at TÜV Rheinland, “What’s more is when we tried to open
new locations in remote geographies across the Middle East, China and India, we began to experience
poor customer service, longer lead times and higher costs from the MPLS providers in charge of servicing
those sites.”
READ PRESS RELEASE

Boost Application Performance
5X Accelerated Global Application Performance and $50K Euro Cost Savings
“We chose Aryaka because of the speed of deployment, the simplicity it brings, and the massive cost
reduction compared to MPLS. Aryaka has been a great partner that adapts to our business needs and
helps us continue to grow at an effective pace.”
Bruno Stuart-Torrie, IT Application and Support Director, Amplexor
DOWNLOAD CASE STUDY
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Drive Operational Simplicity
“One of the things that we really like about our partnership with Aryaka is that they’re flexible to help
us when we need them. As our business requirements change and our infrastructure requirements
change, Aryaka has been flexible to meet those requirements.”
Stan Yarbrough, PH.D, Sr. Global IT Architect, Element Solutions
DOWNLOAD CASE STUDY

Ease of Doing Business
“HMSHost International is constantly expanding, going to where our customers need us around
the world. Not only has our business outgrown MPLS, WAN connectivity has become increasingly
important due to cloud technology.”
Dennis Hoogreef, Vice President IT & Facilities International at HMSHost International.
READ PRESS RELEASE

“When evaluating vendors for this project, we wanted to see cost efficiencies, last mile management,
low latency access to multiple cloud services, and the ability to accommodate all of our diverse global
locations. What’s more, Aryaka was the only vendor who met all of our technical requirements, while
also being a strong cultural fit.”
Richard Delisser, Vice President of Global Infrastructure at World Fuel Services.
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